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Zhang (2000) in the context of detecting
sudden changes in volatility. In particular,
we investigate the performance of Inclán
and Tiao’s (1994) Iterated Cumulative Sum
of Squares (IT-ICSS) algorithm based on the
YZ estimator and compare it with the
performance of the demeaned squared
returns as alternative estimators of the
unconditional variance of a time series by
means of Monte Carlo simulation
experiments.
This study compares the size and power
properties of IT-ICSS test with respect to
both the volatility proxies for various data
generating processes like the independently
and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random
numbers from the Gaussian, Student’s t,
double exponential, gamma-mixture and
generalised error distributions (GED), the
generalised autoregressive conditional
heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model, the
stochastic volatility (SV) model and the
fractionally integrated GARCH (FIGARCH)
model. For the GARCH, the SV and the
FIGARCH models, the innovations have been
taken from the normal, the Student’s t and
the GED distributions.
The ﬁndings of this study indicate that the
YZ estimator exhibits more desirable size
and power characteristics when applied
with IT-ICSS algorithm than the demeaned
squared returns. Hence, this study proposes
the use of the YZ estimator with IT-ICSS test
to detect sudden changes in volatility. On
the application side, this study detects
sudden breaks in the YZ estimator and the
demeaned squared returns of three major
exchange rates (USD/Euro, USD/Japanese
Yen and USD/GBP).
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INTERVIEW
BUSINESS AND SOCIETY: CREATING SHARED VALUE
IN CONVERSATION WITH N. R. NARAYANA MURTHY, FOUNDER, INFOSYS
Jose P.D.
With data indicating that in 2014 nearly 40%
of the world’s top 100 economies are
companies and not countries, there is little
doubt that corporations have begun to
dominate today’s life and society. The
interchange of roles between governments
and corporates has also resulted in
increased concerns about the fallout of this
corporate entrenchment. Simultaneously,
however, there is also greater appreciation
of the fact that corporations can help
address the most pressing challenges of
development. In this changing context,
business is seen as central to the positive
transformation of society. In effect,
Friedman’s idea of shareholder primacy and
early prescription that the one social
responsibility of business was to “increase
its proﬁts so long as it stays within the rules
of the game” was challenged by Ed
Freeman’s stakeholder paradigm, and
subsequently by Porter and Kramer’s
submission, that “both business decisions
and social policies must follow the principle
of shared value”. These perspectives more
recently informed multiple areas of work
including corporate governance, base of the
pyramid, inclusive business models, and
social entrepreneurship based approaches.
Comparable ideas have simultaneously
emerged from Eastern economies too, such
as Gandhi’s idea of trusteeship. In the world
of practice too, these ideas have found
acceptance. International agencies,
including the United Nations, are playing a
proactive role through proposals such as the
Sustainable Development Goals, which
require collaborative action between
businesses and governments. In India too,
corporate engagement with society has
seen the shift from cheque-book
philanthropy to a more strategic social
engagement, supported by regulatory
changes that have nudged companies to
make contributions to social responsibility
related investments.
After tracing the changes in the academic
tenor of thought and engagement, this
paper captures the thoughts of Mr N R
Narayana Murthy, Founder, Infosys Ltd, a
pioneer in corporate engagement with
society, on the role of business in society.
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